
	

	

	

	

PRESS RELEASE - For immediate release 
 
 
 

THE BRACKETEER launches two new products at SEMA SHOW 2022. 
 

 
San Clemente, California October 18, 2022 – The Bracketeer will launch two new products at SEMA 2022 
which promise to solve two very common and frustrating issues with motor vehicles. 
 
StopRattle is designed to eliminate annoying interior rattles and squeaks. The patent-
pending design features a hard plastic arrow and spine wrapped in a soft rubber wedge with 
barbs, allowing it to be pushed into interior trim pieces and ensuring it stays in place. 
 
It works by either putting pressure on parts of the interior that are rattling or by spreading 
apart two interior joins that are rubbing together and squeaking.  
 

The simple yet effective design eliminates annoying interior noises, which become particularly 
prevalent after a vehicle has been pulled apart and re-assembled.  
 
StopRattle is great for cars, trucks, 4x4s and off-roaders, RVs and even marine applications. 
It is sold in retail-ready blister packs that includes 4 small, 2 medium and 1 large StopRattle.	 
 

 
ScrapeStop is designed to prevent driveway scrapes under the front of motor vehicles, as 
well as reducing damage to front and rear bumpers caused by bump-parking. The patent-
pending design features durable plastic disks with automotive decal tape to adhere under 
front bumper or lip of vehicle or anywhere prone to bumping or scrapes. 

 
ScrapeStop is perfect for luxury cars, sports cars, muscle cars, exotics, or any vehicles with 
low fronts or long overhangs at the front. It is sold in retail-ready blister packs that includes 6 
ScrapeStop and 2 paint-safe alcohol wipes designed to ensure maximum adhesion to the 
vehicle. 
 
 

 
For more information go to www.thebracketeer.com or email simon@thebracketeer.com  
High-resolution images go to www.thebracketeer.com/media  
 
 
About: The Bracketeer, is headquartered in San Clemente California, and was founded by car enthusiast and modifier Simon 
Wehr. Starting from a one-off hand made fire extinguisher bracket for his 2011 SS Camaro, Simon posted images of his 
creation on a car forum to share as a DIY idea.  It was embraced by Camaro owners so rapidly, that the concept quickly 
evolved into a business, with orders flowing in from around the globe. The overnight success promoted the idea for a truly 
universal bracket that could achieve a secure installation, quickly and easily in nearly any modern and classic vehicle, and so 
The Bracketeer Automotive Universal Fire Extinguisher Bracket was born. From there, Wehr came up with more product 
ideas to fix his own issues including StopRattle and ScrapeStop.	

	

	

	

	


